Abstract-Stereovision based on 3D environ ment reconstruction provides a true picture of real world situations for detection of objects' locations. This approach has specific use in the scenarios like identifying traffic jams on the roads, locating curves and bends on the roads, finding obstacles in the construction sites, etc. Th is paper describes different methods used in stereovision to detect images like use of trinocular stereovision, calculat ing correlation between left and right contours for achieving accuracy, use of prior info rmation with intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, detection of side lane and 3D points of guardrails and fences, use of dense stereovision informat ion, especially in urban environment. The paper also discusses Forward Collision Detection method that uses Elevation Map with Dense Stereovision, tracking o f mu ltip le objects using twolevel approach and building an enhanced grid that involves obstacle cells. Hybrid dense stereo engine, which is used in urban detection scenarios is also discussed in the paper along with a solution of lane estimation in different situations using particle filtering method. Pattern matching using 3D image for pedestrian detection and lane estimat ion based on the particle filtering with greyscale images are also explored. The use of the rectangular digital elevation map for transforming stereo based information and the methodology used to enhance the sub pixel accuracy are also part of the paper.
I. Introduction
Stereovision is a branch of image processing, which deeply analyze 3D information gained fro m two or more dig ital cameras. The focus of the algorith ms developed in the past was to detect the main features, e.g., ellipse, line segments, low level points and correlation features with an edge point, etc. to match in the stereo camera pair [1] . In stereovision, 3D points are reconstructed using projection of left and right image planes using two cameras -a concept called stereo matching [2] . In fact, the perfect quality reconstruction is related to the correctness of internal and external parameters [3] .
Especially, when dealing with 3D Stereovision related to vehicle application, then it is required to transform these points into 3D space whose centre curve will be its axis of symmetry [4] . In general, the algorith ms use 3D space and disparity space based techniques to calculate road surface and discover hurdles on the roads [5] . Difficult situations on the roads like tunnels, narrow bridges, etc. can be described by the 3D model by plotting a polyhedron as such models are usually structured [6] . The distance detection procedures of stereovision technique are also very important in vehicles to inform the driver wh ile driving the vehicle. So met imes these algorithms can override the braking system to keep save from any kind of collision with some other vehicle.
In this paper, we have made an attempt to carry out a survey of the existing contemporary literature for analyzing the current tools and techniques being used in the area of Stereovision. We have also critically analyzed the proposed technique with respect to their merits and application in the real life. This paper is organized into five sections. The next section provides literature rev iew in a summarized form followed by crit ical review of the major techniques in the preceding section. The fourth section discusses the prospective future work, and finally, we conclude in the last section.
II. Literature Review
Stereovision, also known as stereoscopic vision or stereopsis, relates to visual perception in three dimensions. The stereovision technology is based on a passive sensor to measure accurately the 3D position of a 3D point. Since a solid object consists of numerous 3D points, therefore, a stereovision algorithm necessitates processing thousands of 3D points to establish shape and size of the object in an image. In the trinocular stereovision system, the horizontal points are collected fro m vert ical camera pair, and the vertical points are collected fro m horizontal camera pair and edge points are used to correlate different features of the image. The bottom camera is used for correlation if there is a horizontal edge point on the surface. In case of an oblique edge point, left camera is used for calculating correlation. The third camera is ordinarily a spare one which is used for validation purposes. Detection of edge points in Stereovision can enhance the accuracy of lanes using sub-pixel accuracy with the help of contours, and it can be achieved by following specific sequence of tasks like image filtering, calculating derivatives, tracking the contour, ext raction and finally closing. Stereovision based 3D information can be used for detecting guardrails and fences as well. The algorith m for this purpose searches dark and light patterns, which help determine the presence or absence of lane. The weights assigned to different patterns lie in the interval of 0.1 to 1; however, discrete 3D points after processing all the points can also be used. Both left and right side in formation can be used for making t wo different histograms to give an idea about the discrete 3D space. The guard rails are detected using the same method used to detect lanes on the road except the one difference that instead of feeding the points of road surface, the points which are above the surface of the road are supplied as input. This same detection system can be used for mu lt iple objects by filtering part icles with the help of elevation maps. Particle weighting by measurement can be processed in elevation map by using binary values, where the value zero represents the hurdle, and 255 represents the free area [7] . Th ree points each can be considered fro m outside of the perimeters wh ich are grey and black points represent hurdles whereas the white points denote the inner points [7] . Integration of occupancy grids is possible in dense stereovision with three different types of cells road, traffic isles and obstacles [8] . Elevation map can be integrated in two ways: static and dynamic obstacle cells [8] . Static obstacle cells have a long lifetime as compared to the dynamic obstacle cells. The accuracy of the cues in static obstacle cells is dependent on the obstacle size and speed. Some other technologies are also used for detecting obstacles like radars or laserbased setup. The target of these systems is to detect in urban scenarios, and it detects only those 3D points which are above the road surface. It will be easier for any algorithm if it receives the points with the constant density. Co mpressed space can be created in which cells correspond to the trapezoidal tiles which are in the form of a bi-dimensional h istogram [9] . Detection of cells is possible only in that situation where a number of points are present, and if there are few points then those cells are rejected. However, the algorithm does not detect empty corners of the cuboids confidently. If there is a free space on the corner, then it is div ided into more sub-obstacles [9] . Driving assistance systems can be helpful, especially in case of urban scenarios. Stereovision techniques are commonly targeted for highway traffic but few systems have been developed specially for such a kind of situations. Special hardware boards have been developed to reconstruct 3D scenes [10] . In an urban environment, the standardized distance is minimu m 0.5m in front of a car which can be about 2.5m fro m camera and the maximu m range for th is can be up to 50m [10] . In urban scenarios, the images are quite complex and therefore, an efficient and reliable lane extract ing algorithm is required to be imp lemented. Lane tracking has great importance in driving assistance; there can be difficult road scenarios as well where there can be a chance of errors in the lane detection. Lane particles use a coordinate system in which road is considered as a graph in wh ich the orig in is in front of the car relatively at the centre of the width [11] . The positive values are towards the right side of the car which can be denoted as the x-axis, the second axis is positive towards the ground which is called y-axis and the third axis is called z-axis, wh ich is towards the forward on the road [11] . Another important concept in road scenarios is the presence of pedestrian who are required to be detected to avoid collision based on the informat ion provided by the stereovision base system. These objects are detected using comp lete 3D informat ion with the pedestrian hypothesis based on the disparity map [12] . The feature of this collision avoidance system is required to detect the obstacle fro m the distance of 20m [12] . Pattern matching is used for this purpose in which we co mpare a set of hu man shapes with the detected points in the form of 2D image to reduce the calculation time [12] . Furthermore, for the imp rovement of results, there can be some refined techniques as well in the field of stereovision. Part icle filtering and grey-scale images can be more useful for calculating the lane detection in the complex situation on the highway or city area [13] . The most common situations in the lane detection can be appearance and disappearance of the lane, lane joining, there can be a sharp change in the direction of lane and there can be a chance of sensor failu re because of some internal or external condit ions. Just like lane tracking, another advance approach has been developed for achieving high accuracy in detection of traffic isles. The stereo information has transformed into the rectangular Digital Elevation Map [14] and has been divided into two classifications: density and road surface. In the next step, fusion and error filtering are conducting. Further accuracy can be achieved by designing a function for sub pixel accuracy. Generally there can be two methodologies used in stereovision based algorith ms, first one is using a histogram to represent the environment and the second is to use synthetic images of the g iven environ ment [15] . For vehicle distance estimation, we use stereo vision sensors. The stereo images are obtained and the region of interest of the license plate is estimated using color features [16] . Simu lated environ ment is used with specialized software which shows successful extraction not on the approaching vehicles but also the obstacles and pedestrians [17] . A data-driven approach is used to model and predict the maneuvers of surround drivers. By observing surrounding and accruing vehicle trajectories over time, it is possible to learn what are typical highway activities, using simple detectors and trackers that operate in real-t ime, based on experience rather than explicit modeling [18] . Ep ipolar geo metry [19] is the theoretical base of the pinhole camera model [19] , wh ich is used in stereovision. The correctness of 3D reconstruction mainly depends on the left and right features on the same line as used to fit a parabola to a neighborhood around the min imu m position of correlation function [20] . A nu mber of standard methods are available in the literature to locate the intrinsic parameters [21] [22] [23] [24] . Calibration can be performed after a detailed observation of calibration objects with their geometrical properties known in 3D space. We can also use plane undergoing in a way of precise known translation. In such a type of technique normally calibration objects are not used. In a static scene, movement of the camera gives generally two constraints due to rigid ity of the scene, internal parameters fro m d isplacement of one camera with the help of image informat ion alone. That is why by taking images with the same camera by using fixed internal parameters, co mparisons in three different images will be enough to reconstruct 3D structure nearest to the real situation by using both internal and external parameters. This method of reconstructing 3D structure is famous, but it is little flexib le that's why we can say that it is not very mature. Many other parameters can be used to create 3D coordinates, which are quite helpfu l to get reliable results. In the present methodology, there is a requirement of a camera to observe different orientations of planar patterns shown in the image. There can be one procedure in which you can take a printout of this pattern using a laser printer and attach it on a planar surface and camera can be moved or in another way that planar pattern can be moved by hand. The presented methodology lies between the photogrammetric calibration and self-calibration, reason is that we are using 2D metric data instead of 3D or purely imp licit one. Two procedures can be used to test the results of given technique; one is co mputer simu lation and other is by using real data. The proposed technique is more flexib le as co mpared to the classical technique. Considerably, the degree of robustness is more as compared with self-calibration. According to the analysis of this technique, it is considered that it will advance 3D computer vision one step forward fro m laboratory environ ments to the situations like the real world.
Physical camera provides two types of parameters called ext rinsic and intrinsic parameters. Extrinsic parameters are used for t ransforming coordinates of an object to a centered coordinate frame of a camera. If mu ltip le cameras are used, then extrinsic parameters obtained from mult iple cameras can be used to describe the relationship between the cameras. Collinearity principle is used in the pinhole camera model in wh ich every coordinate is drawn in the fo rm of a straight line in the object space through the projection center of an image p lane. The origin of the camera coordinate system is considered as a center projection of the location by comparing the object coordinate system. angles can be represented by ω, ф, and κ which will describe a sequence of rotation around the three angle x, y and z. These rotations are normally clockwise; this rotation is performed in a sequence like first of all it will be around the x-axis then around the y-axis and then in the last it will be around the z-axis.
The focus of all the develop ment of stereovision based systems is on more and more interaction between the two elements that is vehicles and the driving environment. First of all, using several sensor system detection and interpretation of whole driving environment is performed. ADAS applicat ion itself determined the abstraction layer of the environ ment which is necessary. Distance and speed measurements of the driving target are required in a longitudinal control task in ACC. Where potentially dangerous obstacles are present in more co mplex situations in that case warning and safety functions also become little complex to calculate results. For mo re reliable results for the detection of images, it requires better results in case if the vehicle is in urban area like traffic jams which are idiosyncratic with the city areas. An approach is presented, which is performing a fu ll 3D reconstruction of the visible scene but there will be only one limitation where coordinates will line lie on the vertical edges. The criteria fo r grouping the coordinates based on solely on density and vicinity. Using this technique the coordinate system will detect all the objects or obstacles, which will be presented as an output in the form of a number of cuboids with different sizes and positions with respect to the coordinate present in an image. Mu ltip le tracking object algorithm is used further to detect multip le objects, wh ich can be helpful to refine the grouping, positioning and detects the speed. There is one thing very impo rtant in case of stereovision imaging that number of 3D coordinates will be reduced if the d istance increases. To avoid this type of problem, we can co mpress the satellite view of the space and it will be dependent on the distance of an object. In a co mpressed space without caring about the distance if it is compressed space, then image region where the object is located will be with the same density of points. In this way, this approach can develop a stereovision based obstacle detection system, wh ich will be useful for reconstructing the 3D po ints which will be really effective in d ifferent situations like complex traffic scenarios with real-time constraints, system can be used to integrate in a driving assistance application wh ich is very suitable in vehicle environment perception. In coming future the functionality of this type of systems can be enhanced to improve performance as well. There is a requirement to develop a system which should have the ability to disambiguate, not reject, repetitive patterns and reconstruct points from horizontal edges. As stereovision based technique is able to reconstruct the feature in sight that's why it can be said that it will be possible for the system to reconstruct road features as well e.g. 3D lane detection algorith ms can work with this system to reconstruct features. Moreover, different type of object images can be detected, and this algorith m can construct a base of different type of object detection, e.g. detection of vehicles, pedestrian detection or sometimes detection of traffic signs [25] .
III. Critical Evaluation
In this section, a critical review of the different issues, methodologies and techniques of Stereovision are summarized (Tab le I) that have been observed during the course of literature review of this study. The different aspects of Stereovision that have been accounted for in this analysis include: 3D environ ment reconstruction using different techniques based on the requirements, use of different hardware to detect lanes using particle filtering, guardrails and fences, obstacle, pedestrian detection for avoiding forward co llision using elevation map with dense stereovision informat ion and techniques used to enhance the pixel accuracy.
IV. Future Work
The prospective work for this research can be to explore correlation pred iction, validation and rebuilding more coordinates specially in the field of mot ion objects. By using similar coordinates; we can increase the accuracy level by increasing the number of cues in our analysis. More features of stereovision can be used in a combined form to build a package for making a generic system for driving assistance, which will create results based on the information provided by mo re efficient sensors and other devices. We can reduce the chance of error in the algorithms by using different techniqu es together to reduce the chance of collision.
Future driver-assistance and safety systems aim to assist the driver in increasingly more mu ltifarious driving situations as compared to the present situation, the purpose is to assist safe and stress -free driv ing. Faster and reliable knowledge of the moving objects will be the target of future automated systems, as well as their movement patterns relative to the ego-vehicle, will be an essential basis for such systems. For future work, we are considering to training the stereo images with the help of more detailed info rmation with intensity. Using this technique, we will be able to calculate a better estimate of parameters of the likelihood depth. In this way, it will be possible for us to extract informat ion and test the system with more extra features fro m depth images.
In order to disambiguate in the same image region we can make a use of output, which will consist of probability densities of many detectors with more detailed reasoning. This type of detailed depth information can be very beneficial to give detailed reasoning in case of providing conclusions.
Frequent errors can be occurred due to complex comparison of pixels with same intensity.
[2]
Achieving accuracy with sub pixels which can be gained by correlating left and right contours.
Filtering the image, calculating first and second partial derivatives, tracking the contours, extracting and closing.
In case, 3D information will be far away (60 to 90 m) then there is a chance of an error using this methodology.
[3]
Use of internal and extrinsic parameters to gain quality in reconstruction for Stereovision System used in Vehicle Applications.
Capturing the fixed pairs of images, extraction of the lane and inputting the points with reconstruction algorithms.
- [4] Detection of Side Lane and Guardrails using stereovision information.
5000 reliable 3D coordinates per frame are delivered by the stereovision engine.
High quality of image is precondition for the success of this algorithm.
[5] Accurate detection of dense stereo information in urbane scenarios.
A special hardware board is used for performing reconstruction of 3D coordinates. It detects all the 3D points which are above the road or they are below the height of the car.
T raffic issues are more complex in urban areas, therefore, the technique is effective if accurate images are available.
[6]
Forward Collision Warning (FCW) System for urban driving scenarios based on Elevation map from dense stereovision.
Description of tracked objects, car parameters is important for assistance and detected object delimiters using the elevation maps.
Highly good results of FCW will be related to the quality of 3D information inputted by the system.
[7]
An approach used to track multiple objects with the help of filtering particle and elevation maps.
3D dense stereo data is represented by the digital elevation map.
3D box reconstruction is not required as direct working is possible with simple measurement.
[8]
T emporal integration at multiple levels with three types, road, traffic isles and obstacles.
Obstacle detection in two ways that is static and dynamic.
Obstacle cells might overlap depending upon the size of an obstacle and can generate errors.
[9]
Dense Stereovision 3D points reconstruction even in case of few textural images used in Urban ACC (Automatic Cruise Control) System.
Method uses Cartesian view space with regular density on X-axis and it has same regular density on the Z-axis. Approach makes compressed matrix which is like a trapezoidal tiles of Cartesian Space that resembles a bidimensional histogram.
A caveat associated with the technique is that errors can be occurring while rebuilding the 3D points.
[10]
Hybrid Dense Reconstruction Engine used to detect clothoid and noclothoid lanes, pedestrians and drivable areas in urban areas.
Geometric model is fitted using least square method. Detects obstacles with suitable height at least 1.5 meters.
T he technique does not divide real obstacle object into fine-grained pieces. Do not merge more distinct obstacles into a single one.
[11] T racking the lanes in the complex situations using Stereovision Improves the lane detection using particle filtering using KF solution.
Lane disappearance, forking lane and sharp lanes can be difficult to handle.
[12]
Pedestrian detection using stereovision based cues and avoiding pedestrian collision.
Classification for matching patterns, 3D boxes, 2D processing for reducing processing time, Validation based on the motion i.e. walking pedestrians.
- [13] Lane T racking System based on the particle filtering using grayscale image based cues.
Improvement in lane tracking as Kalman filter solution has problems in difficult scenarios.
System shows remarkable results only when the surrounding conditions are suitable.
[14]
Detection of road, isles and obstacles using dense stereo information with elevation maps.
3D information is transformed into the rectangular digital elevation map; road surface is modeled like quadratic equation.
Due to the poor conditions of the road, it can receive wrong textures and can produce false results.
[15] Design of interpolation functions for achieving sub pixel accuracy.
Idea of presenting correlation among stereo based algorithms and sub pixel interpolation.
V. Conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed stereovision technique that is especially used for driving assistance based on the different scenarios of urban area and highway. After studying the different range of traffic situations, many results show good outcomes. Stereovision based systems could detect the massive objects such as vehicle, but and less massive, such as pedestrians. We have discussed different parameters like there are many issues in reconstruction of 3D environment, wh ich are based on the real-world conditions. Using cameras and sensors, we can enhance reliability o f the assistance system to avoid co llision with expected obstacle or pedestrians.
